
Unit 17 Adventures in science

signals transmitted from
the brain to the muscles.
It can do this because
when someone
intends to stand or
walk, the nerve
signal to the
muscles generates
a detectable
electric current
on the skin's
surface. These
currents are
picked up by
the sensors and
sent to the
computer, which
translates the nerve
signals into signals of
its own for controlling
electric motors at the
hips and knees of
the exoskeleton. It
takes a fraction of a
second for the
motors to respond
accordingly, and in fact they

Arobot suit has been developed 
that could help older people or

those with disabilities to walk or lift
heavy objects. Dubbed HAL, or
hybrid assistive limb, the latest
versions of the suit were unveiled at
the World Expo in Aichi, Japan. HAL
is the result of 10 years’ work by
Yoshiyuki Sankai of the University of
Tsukuba in Japan, and integrates
mechanics, electronics, bionics and
robotics in a new field known as
cybernics. The most fully developed
prototype, HAL 3, is a motor-driven
metal ‘exoskeleton’ that you strap
onto your legs to power-assist leg
movements. A backpack holds a
computer with a wireless network
connection, and the batteries are on
a belt.

Two control systems interact to
help the wearer stand, walk and
climb stairs. A ‘bio-cybernic’ system
uses bioelectric sensors attached to
the skin on the legs to monitor

John Boyd, New Scientist, UK
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respond fractionally faster to the
original signal from the brain than

the wearer’s muscles do.
The HAL 4 and HAL 5 prototypes,

don’t just help a person to walk. They
have an upper part to assist the arms,

and will help a person lift up to
40 kilograms more than

they can manage unaided.
The new HALs will also

eliminate the need for a
backpack. Instead, the

computer and wireless
connection have been shrunk

to fit in a pouch attached to the
suit’s belt. HAL 5 also has smaller

motor housings, making the suit
much less bulky around the
hips and knees.
HAL 3 weighs 22 kilograms,

but the help it gives the user is
more than enough to compensate

for this. “It’s like riding on a robot,
rather than wearing one,” says Sankai.

He adds that HAL 4 will weigh 17
kilograms, and he hopes HAL 5

may be lighter still.
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Roger Highfield, The Daily Telegraph, UK first time spun synthetic spider silk
fibres with properties approaching
the real thing, paving the way for
their use in artificial tendons, medical
sutures, biodegradable fishing lines,
soft body armour and a host of other
applications.

Webster and Peter,
genetically altered goats
unveiled by the Canadian
company Nexia, are the
founders of a GM herd whose
offspring will produce spider
silk protein in their milk that
can be collected, purified 
and spun into the fibres.
Females will begin mass-
producing spider milk for a
variety of military 
and industrial uses.

Spider silk has long been admired by
material scientists for its unique
combination of toughness, lightness
and biodegradability. Dragline silk,
which comprises the radiating spokes
of a spider web, is stronger than the
synthetic fibre Kevlar, stretches better
than nylon and, weight for weight, is
five times stronger than steel.

These incredible qualities are the
product of 400 million years of
evolution. Dr Jeffrey Turner, President
of Nexia, said: “Mimicking spider silk
properties has been the holy grail of
material science and now we’ve been
able to make useful fibres. It’s
incredible that a tiny animal found
literally in your backyard can create
such an amazing material by using
only amino acids, the same building
blocks used to make skin and hair.”

Aherd of goats containing spider 
genes is about to be milked for

the ingredients of spider silk to mass-
produce one of nature’s most sought-
after materials. Scientists have for the

‘SPIDER-GOATS’ START WORK ON WONDER WEB

2 READING
A Which statements refer to HAL 3,

spider-goats, to both or neither?
1 It was designed to mimic real organisms.
2 It was produced by a company.
3 It is a combination of machine

and organism.
4 It will eventually help police.

B Imagine you are the inventor of HAL 3 giving
a radio interview. Describe how it works while
walking upstairs.

C 1 In what other ways might HAL be used?
2 Was it right to create spider-silk 

producing goats?

3 SPEAK YOUR MIND
A How does science help or harm us? 
B In your opinion what have been the ten most

important scientific discoveries? 
C Who should decide ethical issues in science or

medicine: the public, the government, experts
or corporations? Why?

D Should companies be allowed to patent
everything (new species like spider-goats,
cures for diseases) for profit? How long should
patents exist, a few years or forever?

1  The BIG question: IS SCIENCE MAKING LIFE BETTER?

•History of the universe:
Big Bang, 13-14 billion years ago
Origin of the Earth, 4.55 billion years ago
First humans, 100-120,000 years ago

1 WORD POWER

WHAT’S NEW?

Subject: Scientific developments   
Function: Developing an argument
Language: Expressions used to introduce assertions

A 1 Match the scientific field with the scientific development.
1 genetics a machine that recognises 

human faces
2 superconductors b magnetic levitation trains

c mapping the human 
3 alternative energy genome (DNA)

d artificial limbs for 
4 AI/robotics disabled people

e hydrogen fuel cells

2 Choose three developments. Use Language Bank 17
to make assertions about why they are important.

3 How might these developments affect your life?

B Develop an argument about each of these using
Language Bank 17.
1 People could grow new spinal nerves with stem cells.
2 The long-term health effects of eating genetically 

modified food are not known.
3 Applied science / engineering is more practical than

pure science.
Example: By extension, we can surmise that engineers 
are more important to our everyday lives. From here we 
can conclude that more government money should be 
spent on engineering.

C 1 How can mapping the human genome (DNA) help us? 
2 Which influences our development more – nature or 

nurture? 

SSEEEE PPAAGGEE 111100  FFOORR MMOORREE AACCTTIIVVIITTIIEESS..
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What is molecule-sized
nanotechnology? What
could it be used for?

Why do people protest
against GM crops?

?

?

BIONIC SUIT OFFERS WEARER SUPER STRENGTH

?

1 genetics

2 superconductors

3 alternative energy

4 AI / robotics

5 bionics

A spider-goat

If it squirms, it’s biology; 
if it stinks, it’s chemistry;
if it doesn’t work, it’s physics
and if you can’t understand it,
it’s mathematics.

Magnus Pyke

What do you
think of these
ideas about
science?
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10 Your answer : IS SCIENCE MAKING LIFE BETTER?
Are scientists working on the right areas? Why / Why not? If you could change 
anything about current research, what would it be?

C What is forensic science? How does it incorporate
other fields of science? Give examples.

D How much do you know about how ordinary
household things work? Name five products (for
example, washing-up liquid, hairdryer). How are
they made? Is it important to understand the
science behind everyday things? Why / Why not? 

8 ENGINEERING  in English
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9 FURTHER DISCUSSION
Discuss in pairs. Use the words and phrases from this unit and Language Bank 7,
taking turns to develop and justify your ideas and arguments.

A Work in pairs. Each student gives a short
presentation on two engineering developments.
Think about these points:
1 Are these developments at nano-, micro-, or 

macro-size?
2 Which area(s) of science (biology, chemistry,

physics) are they in?

A Name some different fields of engineering. What kinds 
of work do these engineers do? How is engineering 
similar to and different from science? Would you want 
to be an engineer?

B We know that primates can communicate and show
empathy, so what separates humans from animals?
What can studying animals tell us about ourselves?

A Look at the photos and answer:
1 Why do humans want to explore space? 
2 What can we learn from space exploration?
3 What successes and failures have there been so far?
4 How safe is space exploration? 

B Before you watch, decide how the following relate to
space debris:
� Satellites    
� Fuel tanks    
� Astronauts    
Check your answers after watching.

C Watch the video clip and make notes to answer these
questions.
1 How many large space objects (10 cm or larger) 

does ESA know of?
2 How many explosions have happened in space?
3 What happened to the solid aluminium block?

D At the end, Heiner Klinkrad discusses the
consequences of space debris. Imagine he continues
to discuss the effects on space programmes. What
would he say? 

E You decide: Space exploration is very expensive.
Should we clean up the space debris before we explore
space further? How would an end to space
programmes affect life on Earth?

4  WATCH AND LISTEN 5 TEAMWORK
Work in groups of three. Imagine you are futurologists.
Read the Scenario (page 118). Share your ideas with
the class, explaining why you think your devices might
be the next state-of-the-art applications. The class can
vote on which device will be the most successful.

6  CONTROVERSY
Work in groups of four. Prepare a
debate with another group. Use
expressions from Language 
Bank 17.

A company is trying to get 
approval to begin cloning human
tissue and eventually even humans.
Imagine the government has set  
up a public debate between the 
company and critics of human
cloning.

Group A: You represent the company
that wishes to begin cloning human
tissue and eventually humans. Some
points you may wish to mention:
� Clones / Cloned tissue could 

supply new organs for transplants.
� Cloning could lead to cures for neural diseases and

spinal cord injuries.
� Cloning embryonic stem cells is not taking life but

giving it.

Group B: You are a group of scientists, politicians 
and religious leaders against cloning humans in any
form. Some points you could mention:
� Dolly the sheep only cloned successfully after 

276 failed attempts.
� Clones are prone to health problems; Dolly was

euthanised due to lung disease.
� Do clones have a soul? Are we playing God?

7 PORTFOLIO WRITING
A Write a report (220-250 words) for the 

government on the use of uranium (for example,
in nuclear power), chlorine (water purification) or
nitrogen (fertilisers). Discuss their main uses and
drawbacks.

B Choose two scientific developments that you think
will happen in your lifetime and write about them
(220-250 words). Which aspect of life will they
affect: everyday life, health, industry, or something
else? Will it be something that would benefit a lot
of people or a special group?

3 Why are these developments important now or 
in the future?

B After the presentations, ask questions about the
presentation and discuss which scientific
developments today would have seemed like science
fiction fifty years ago? 

Nanobots
Scientists have
designed but not yet
made a swimming
robot 3 micrometres
long that could in
future deliver drugs
in blood streams or
unclog arteries. 
This model is still 
too big, and smaller
ones need to be
developed.

Three Gorges Dam, China
The world’s largest
hydroelectric dam is
estimated to produce as 
much a ninth of China’s
power. The lake behind the
dam displaced over a million
people. The submerged,
rotting vegetation in the lake
produces large amounts of
methane, a greenhouse gas
twenty times as damaging 
as CO2.

Biometric scanners 
Iris, retina, fingerprint,
voice or face
recognition technology
and DNA sampling 
can make individual
identification
absolutely certain.
However, cloning of
identical humans could
also make biometrics
useless.

Microwave gun
Microwave guns can ignite fuel vapours, damage electronics
and cause intense burning of skin for non-lethal crowd
control. It’s still uncertain whether these can be used
safely on humans. Experts worry that these would make
dangerous weapons in terrorist hands.

The space shuttle
Challenger
explodes in 1986

The space shuttle Endeavour
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